On Monday, June 5, 2006, Class Day, PLAS Director Deborah J. Yashar announced the 2006 Stanley J. Stein Senior Thesis Prize, awarded each year in honor of the noted Latin American historian and PLAS co-founder. Co-winners were Erin Alison Blake ’06 (History) and Sarah Elizabeth Schaffer ’06 (Woodrow Wilson School). A faculty reviewer remarked that Blake’s Diplomats, Dictators & Critical Science in a Peripheral Nation: The Development of Nuclear Technology in Argentina “has great breadth, is beautifully written and adds an original element to our understanding of the Argentine state’s effort to join the ‘First World’ under Perón. The paper is of publishable quality.” Of Schaffer’s Enhancing UNHCR Operations through Partnership in Latin America: An Analysis of UNHCR Partnerships Targeting Colombian Refugee Women in Ecuador, a faculty reviewer wrote, “It speaks to urgent issues of contemporary policy, making thoughtful and realistic recommendations. Furthermore, this thesis depended on painstaking fieldwork, which deserves special recognition.”

CLASS OF 2006 SENIOR THESSES

Perla Amsli, Economics
Unveiling the Shadow: A Study of Tariffs & Evasion in Brazil

Zinzi Diana Bailey, Woodrow Wilson School
“Escravos de Alma”: Racial Hegemony, Political Opportunity & Afro-Brazilian Mobilization

Karen Darel Barajas, Woodrow Wilson School

Mónica Elizabeth Bravo Sánchez, Politics
U.S.–Mexico Immigration

Krista Marie Brune, Spanish & Portuguese
Languages & Cultures
From Peñas to Pinotchê: The Evolving Social & Political Roles of the Nueva Canción Chilena

Catherine Darcy Copeland, History
Finding Their Voices: The Transformation of the Mapuche People alongside Political Transformation in Chile

Lara DeSoto, Anthropology
Chisne: The Powerful Role of Gossip in Small Communities

Morgan Arielle Galland, Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
Questionable Conservation Success: The Alto Jurua Extractive Reserve as a Model for Human–Inclusive Federally Protected Forests in Brazil

Marissa Renee Geannette, History
A Victory on the Field, a Crisis of Humanity: Argentina Hosts the 1978 World Cup

Rebecca Louise Gidel, English
Tracing it Twice: The Photographic Alice & Alejandra Pizarro

Malvina Goldfield, Woodrow Wilson School
Bucking the Trend: Argentina’s Arabs, Jews & Muslims Engaging in an Era of Disengagement

Dawn Andrea Leaness, Politics
Gender Roles in the Changing Latin American Political Arena: Motherhood versus Machismo

Awilda Mendez, Politics
Mobilizing the Inferior Sex: Suffrage & Gender in Argentina

Brandon Robert Ricaurte, East Asian Studies
A New Player Emerges: China’s Influence in Panama & Taiwan’s Diminishing Hopes to Maintain Diplomatic Relations

Sarah Elizabeth Schaffer, Woodrow Wilson School
Enhancing UNHCR Operations through Partnership in Latin America: An Analysis of UNHCR Partnerships Targeting Colombian Refugee Women in Ecuador

Leon Claudio Skornicki, Politics
Vote–Seeking: A Political–Economic View of Latin American Populism

Brady Piñero Walkinshaw, Woodrow Wilson School
Dropping out in “Villa Nueva,” Honduras
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